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Abstract
For a large class of gauge theories a nilpotent BRS-operator 3 is constructed and its cohomology
in the space of local functionals of the off-shell fields is shown to be isomorphic to the cohomology
of 5 = 5 + d on functions f{C, T) of tensor fields T and of variables C which are constructed of
the ghosts and the connection forms. The result allows general statements about the structure
of invariant classical actions and anomaly candidates whose BRS-variation vanishes off-shell. The
assumptions under which the result holds are thoroughly discussed.
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Introduction

The BRS-formalism [2, lj is an elegant and powerful tool for dealing with gauge symmetries in quantum
field theory. It is available for a large class of gauge theories whose classical symmetries have an algebra
which closes on the off-shell fields. In particular the BRS-fonnalism allows to characterize classical
actions and anomalies as BRS-invariant local functionals of the fields. Namely an action is a BRSinvariant functional with ghost number 0 and anomalies correspond to BRS-invariant functionals with
ghost number 1. The latter can occur in the quantized theory if there is no regularization preserving
all symmetries of the classical theory. The BRS-invariance of the classical action follows from its
gauge invariance (and vice versa) and BRS-trivial contributions to the action can be used to constmcc
elegantly a gauge fixing and the corresponding Faddeev-Popov ghost contributions to the action [1].
The BRS-invariance of anomalies comprises consistency conditions which anomalies have to satisfy
as a consequence of the algebra of the symmetries of the classical theory and which have been first
derived for Yang-Mills theories [14]. In summary, actions and anomalies are solutions of the so-called
consistency equation
sWG = Q, g h ( W c ) = G
(1.1)
where 5 denotes the BRS-operator and WG is a local functional with ghost number (gh) G. In this
paper I restrict the investigation to the case that (1.1) holds identically in the fields (i.e. for offshell fields). I remark however that according to recent results [13, 8] there might be also anomalies
corresponding to on-shell solutions of (1.1). More precisely these functionals satisfy (1.1) only weakly in
the sense that they are BRS-invariant only up to functionals which vanish for solutions of the classical
field equations.
The above-mentioned locality of W G is in the case of an invariant action W° a physical requirement
(input) and follows in the case of an anomaly W 1 from renormalization theory. Here a functional is
called local if its integrand is a formal (not necessarily finite) power series in the undifferentiated
elementary fields and a polynomial in their partial derivatives. In addition the integrand may depend
explicitly on the coordinates (e.g. via background fields). The nilpotency of the BRS-operator (see
below) implies that (1.1) represents a cohomological problem, i.e. in order to solve (1.1) one has to
determine the cohomology of $ in the space of local functionals with ghost number G. In particular
each functional of the form sXG~l solves (1.1) and is therefore called a trivial solution provided XG~X
is a local functional. Two solutions of (1.1) are called equivalent if they differ by a trivial solution:
Wa = W'G
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^sX6-1.

(1.2)

A local functional of the fields is an integrated local volume form a/p of the fields (the superscript of a
form denotes its ghost number, the subscript its form-degree, D denotes the space-time dimension)

WG = ƒ «g
and BRS-invariance of VVG requires its integrand to satisfy

*u;g + <xu>g±* = 0

(1.3)

where i*>Dt.\ is a local (D — l)-form with ghost number G + 1 and d denotes the exterior derivative
d=dxmdm.

(1.4)

The BRS-operator is by construction a nilpotent antiderivation which anticommutes with d:
52 = {s,d} = d2 = 0.

(1.5)

Therefore each volume form which can be written as aifo - 1 + dng_ a solves (1.3). Such solutions of
(1.3) are called trivial provided rfê-1 and ng_x depend locally on the fields. Analogously to (1.2) two
solutions of (1.3) are called equivalent if they differ by a trivial solution,
G ~

iG

._.

iG

G

_G-1
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+ dijD_v
(1.6)
(1.1) resp. (1.3) have been investigated by many authors for various theories. In particular (1.3)
has been solved completely for Yang-Mills theories [5] where the solutions can be divided into two
classes: 'Lagrangian solutions' constructed of tensor fields and undifferentiated ghosts and 'chiral solutions' which can be written completely in terms of 0-forms given by the ghosts, connection 1-fonns
constructed of the gauge fields and the corresponding curvature 2-forms. Examples for 'Lagrangian
solutions' are invariant Lagrangians (times the volume element dDx), examples of'chiral solutions' are
Chern-Simons forms and the integrands of chiral anomalies (see e.g. [9, 15]). Analogous results hold
for Einstein-Yang-Mills theories in an Poincaré-invariant background [6]. The present paper shows
that the results for Yang-Mills and Einstein-Yang-Mills theories hold in a generalized form for a large
class of gauge theories. We shall see however that in the general case it does not make much sense
to distinguish 'Lagrangian' and 'chiral solutions'—both arise from the same universal structure of solutions. The derivation of this structure is the main result of this paper. It will become clear that it
originates in the very definition of the gauge theories investigated here and is intimately related with
a generalized tensor calculus. Therefore this definition will be thoroughly discussed. It will be given
in an approach which treats all gauge symmetries on an equal footing and in particular takes into
consideration diffeomorphisms 'automatically'. As a consequence the latter always contribute to the
BRS-transformations. Therefore ordinary Yang-Mills theories are strictly speaking not covered by the
investigation of this paper, unlike Einstein-Yang-Mills theories. Other prominent theories to which
the results of this paper apply are supergravity theories [7].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the class of gauge theories for which the results
of this paper hold, including the construction of the BRS-operator. Section 3 contains the result of
the investigation, section 4 sketches its proof. Sect. 5 comments on the importance of some underlying
assumptions for the validity of the result and in particular discusses modifications of the result if these
assumptions are not fulfilled. The paper is completed by a summary and an appendix which contains
the proof of two lemmas used in section 4.

2
2.1

Assumptions
Algebra on tensor fields

The gauge theories treated in this paper can be characterized starting from an algebra of operators
AM which is realized on tensor fields. I postpone a precise definition of tensor fields to subsection 2.3
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but I remark that a tensor field Is a function T{x,<p,d<f,dd^....) depending on the elementary fields
and their partial derivatives (and explicitly on the coordinates via the background vielbein, see below)
such that the BRS-transformation of T has a special simple form. The operators AM whose number
is not necessarily finite are assumed to be independent and to have a closed algebra on tensor fields
which is of the form
[ A M , A*} := AAf AN - (-fM^ANAM

= TMNPAPy

|M|,|JVj € {0,1}

(2.1)

where \M\ denotes the grading of AM (i.e. we allow for bosonic and fermionic A's) and the structure
functions FMNF are generally field dependent, i.e. they are tensor fields themselves. According to
(2.1) they are symmetric or antisymmetric in their lower indices and even or odd graded depending on
the grading of the corresponding generators
^MKP = -{-)[Um^NMP,

\FMNP\ = \M\ + \N\+\P\

mod 2.

(2.2)

By assumption they satisfy the Jacobi- resp. Biancbi-identities

E (-)|W||Pi (A„W? - f M J f * V ) = 0

(2.3)

MNP

which guarantee the consistency of the algebra (2.1). The sum in (2.3) is the cyclic sum, i.e.
E

( - ) , J " , P | J W = (-)mPiXMNP

+ (-)mM>>XNPM

+ {-)WWXpMN.

(2.4)

MNP

Notice that by assumption the operators A^f are covariant in the sense that they map tensor fields
to tensor fields. It is not assumed that they can be defined on all fields in a way that (2.1) holds. In
particular they are generally not defined on the gauge fields Am and the ghost fields CN which can be
introduced elegantly by requiring that the exterior derivative d and the BRS-operator 5 act on tensor
fields T according to
dT

= AsAyT,

(2.5)

sT

= CNANT

(2.6)

AN = dxmAmN.

(2.7)

where A1* denotes the gauge field 1-form

Inserting d = dxTndm and (2.7) into (2.5) one obtains
dmT = AmMAMT.

(2.8)

The grading of the ghosts, gauge fields and differentials is fixed by the requirement that 5 and d are
odd graded operators while dm is even graded. This gives
\CN\ = \N\ + 1 mod 2,

\AmN\ = \N\,

\dxm\ = 1.

(2.9)

According to (2,5) and (2.6) both d and s can be written on tensor fields as linear combinations of the
operators AJV where the coefficients are the gauge field 1-forms . 4 ^ in one case and the ghosts CN in
the other case. This similarity of s and d is one of the decisive reasons behind the result of this paper
and therefore it is commented now. (2.6) of course is the definition of the BRS-operator on tensor
fields and at the same time serves as the defining property of tensor fields (see subsection 2.3). (2.5)
can be viewed as the definition of the covariant derivatives. Namely the latter form by assumption a
subset of {AM}- In order to distinguish the covariant derivatives from the remaining A's we label the
former by latin indices from the beginning of the alphabet and the latter by greek indices from the
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middle of the alphabet. Furthermore the more customary notation Va is introduced for the covariant
derivatives:
{AM} = {#«, A„},

Va = Aat

a=l,...yD,

fi = D + 1,D + 2 , . . .

The corresponding gauge and ghost fields are denoted by An°» An*1, £ ° and <7M. The covariant
derivatives of coarse are by assumption bosonic (even graded) operators:
\a\ = 0.

(2.10)

The special role played by the covariant derivatives originates in the important assumption that the
gauge fields . 4 m 0 form (at each point) an invertible D X D-matrix which is called the vielbein. We
shall therefore also use the more customary notation c m ° instead of A»". The entries of the inverse
vielbein are denoted by Eam:
Ama = ema,

ema£flfl = C

Eamemb

= %.

(2.11)

The invertibility of the vielbein allows to solve (2.8) for VaT and thus (2.5) indeed can be regarded as
the definition of the covariant derivatives according to
VaT

= Eam(dm

~ An'A,)7

(2.12)

which is familiar from the Einstein-Yang-Mills theory where the AM are the elements of a Liealgebra.
Notice however that this restrictive assumption has been dropped and replaced by the more general
requirement that the A„ constitute together with the Va a set of independent (generally graded)
operators which have a closed algebra (2.1) on tensor fields. In addition the AM are assumed to be
local operators in the sense that each of them maps local tensor fields to local tensor fields.
2.2

B R S - o p e r a t o r and field strengths

So far three kinds of fields have been introduced, namely tensor, gauge and ghost fields. In order to be
able to construct a gauge fixed BRS-invariant action one introduces in addition an antighost £N and a
'Lagrange multiplier field' bN for each gauge field with gradings given by

|C*| = |JV1 + 1 mod 2,

16*1 = 1*1.

On tensor fields the BRS-operator has been defined already in (2.6). In addition we define the BRStransformations of the antighost s, explicit coordinates and differentials according to 1
sCN = bff,

j z m = 0,

$dzm = 0

(2.13)

and further require that
(s + d)2 = 0

&

s2 = [s, dm] = [dm, dn] = 0.

(2.14)

This implies in particular
sdmt...dmtCN

= dmi ...dmkbN,

$dmi...dm„bN

= 0.

(2.15)

The BRS-transfonnations of the ghosts and gauge fields follow from requiring (2.14) to hold on tensor
fields. Notice that (2.5) and (2.6) imply
(s + d)T=CNANT

(2.16)

'The fields and their partial derivatives are not regarded as functions of variables z but as fundamental variables
themselves, see subsection 2.3.
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where
CK = Cs + A*\

(2.17)

(5 + d)2T can be evaluated using (2.1) and requiring it to vanish one obtains
(s + d)Cp=

\{-)lN[CNCMFMNp

(2.18)

which reads more explicitly
sCp
sAj

=

\{-)wCNCMrMiiP,
p

M

(2.19)

N

P

= dmC + C Am J'sM ,
0 = dmAnp-dnAmp-AmMAnNTNMp.

(2.20)
(2.21)

Notice that (2.18) does not only define the BRS-transformation of the ghosts and gauge fields (2.19),
(2.20) but also contains the identity (2.21) which guarantees the consistency of (2.8) and [d m ,d n j7 =
0. (2.21) >s not a differential equation restricting the gauge fields and the structure functions but
determines the structure functions Jrat,N in terms of the gauge fields, their partial derivatives and the
remaining structure functions T^
and Tlia . Namely (2.21) can be solved for Tjf* due to the
invertibility of the vielbein:
fabN = -EamEbn(dmAnN

- e m ' V ^ / + AnvAm'l^N).

- 0 „ - O + e^Am"^"

(2.22)

(2.22) justifies to call the ?abN the field strengths corresponding to AmN. Notice that they generally do
not only depend on the gauge fields and their derivatives but also on additional fields which contribute
via the structure functions TyJ* and T ^ to the r.h.s. of (2.22). In Einstein-Yang-Mills theory all
these structure functions are constant and the field strengths therefore depend only on the gauge fields
but, for instance, in supergravity theories this is not the case and (2.22) yields in this case the correct
extension of the Yang-Mills field strengths and the Riemann tensor and defines the field strengths of
the gravitino such that these fields transform covariantly under general coordinate, Yang-Mills, Lorentz
and super symmetry transformations.
Using (2.16) and (2.18) one can check that (2.14) holds also for the ghosts and the gauge fields by
virtue of the Jacobi- and Bianchi-identities (2.3).
It will turn out. that the solutions of (1.3) can be more easily written in terms of new ghost variables
Cm, CM than in terms of the ghosts CM. The different ghost basis' are related by
Ca = emaCm,

C* = C» + CnAmlt.

(2.23)

The new ghost basis is chosen such that the BRS-transformation of a tensor field now takes the form
sT=(Cndm

+ C'lAp)T

(2.24)

as can be easily verified by inserting (2.12) into (2.6). In terms of the new ghost variables the BRS™
transformations of the ghosts and gauge fields read
sema

= Cndnema+{dmCn)ena
n

+ CAmN^Nfta,
n

t

(2.25)
N

5 A n " = C dnAm" + {dmC )An' + 1UC + C''Am rrtS,
sCm = CndnCm + } ( - ) w C " r V £ a m ,
sC

= CndnCt>+\(-pCCp{?rS-fpt,aE<1mAmfl).

(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)

Of course this version of the BRS-algebra is completely equivalent to the version using the CM due to
the invertibility of the vielbein.
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2.3

Field c o n t e n t , v a r i a b l e s and t e n s o r

fields

We restrict the investigation to theories whose field content can be characterized by means of the fields
introduced so far. Thus the 'classical' field content consists of the components em* of the vielbein,
the set of gauge fields An*1 and a set of further fields $ ' which by assumption are tensor fields. The
•* are therefore called elementary tensor fields. Thefieldcontent is completed by the ghosts CN,
the antighosts (N and the Lagrange multiplier fields bN. By this assumption we exclude for instance
theories which contain gauge potentials B ~ dxmi.. .dxm^Bmi...m, but it is expected that the presence
of such fields (and corresponding ghosts and ghosts of ghosts) leads only to small modifications of the
result, at least in cases of interest (cf. the discussion of new minimal supergravity given in [7]).
However some additional remarks are in order. First it is stressed that not the fields e m a themselves
are regarded as elementary fields but their deviations hma from the entries e m °(z) of some background
vielbein which is also assumed to be invertible (but else arbitrary)
ema = èm*[z) + Kn".

(2.29)

We allow that some (or all) gauge fields An M are not elementary fields but local functions of the fields
hmay $ l and the remaining gauge fields. Gauge fields An** which are not elementary fields are called
composite gauge fields in the following2. I stress however that compositeness of gauge fields is required tc
be consistent with eqs. (2.19)-(2.21) resp. (2.25)-(2.28) which must hold identically in the elementary
fields and their partial derivatives. In particular these equations must not impose differential equations
for the ghosts. Namely it is assumed that fc^", *% Cm , C \ (N, bN and a subset of {An"} form a
complete set of elementary fields {<pa} which means that there are no algebraic identities relating the
variables
dmi..-dmh<fa,
"*<+!> mi, k>0
(2.30)
apart from those which follow from their grading according to (2.31). Thus we regard (2.30) as a set
of infinitely many independent variables on which the 'partial derivatives' dm act algebraically (for
instance dm maps the variable <pa to the variable dm<pa, and dmdn<pa and dndm<pa are regarded as the
same variable)3. Notice that here it is essential thai all fields are off-shell fields. Explicit coordinates z m
and the differentials dxm are treated as additional independent variables on which the dm act according
to
dmxn = 6^ dmdxn = 0.
Notice that these assumptions exclude cases where constant ghosts (corresponding e.g. to global
symmetries) are contained in s though these cases may be treated on a completely equal footing with
the case where constant ghosts are absent. Nevertheless the presence of constant ghosts complicates
the investigation as we shall see in section 5.
Each variable has a definite grading which determines its statistics according to
ZAZB

=

(.JU'II.'V^

\dmi...dmkipa\

ZA

g {dmi . . . f t ^

= \pa\, \xm\ = 0,

\dxm\ = l.

xmf

dxm}j

(2.31)

I conclude this section with some remarks on tensor fields. In subsection 2.1 tensor fields have been
characterized by the property that the operators AM are realized on them according to the algebra
(2.1). In particular this allowed to define the BRS-transformation of tensor fields according to (2.6).
One may ask whether it is possible to characterize tensor fields more concretely. The answer is yes and
in fact surprisingly simple if we now use (2.6) as a defining property for a function of the fields to be
a tensor field. More precisely we require that a tensor field is a local function X of xm, hma, *% An*1
2

An example for a composite gauge field is the spin-connection in gravity or supergravity theories with vanishing
structure function (torsion) Fate.
3
This approach can be formalized using the jet bundle theory, see e.g. [12].
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such that sT does not contain partial derivatives of the ghosts. Using this definition one can prove
that each tensor field depends on the fields and their partial derivatives only via the elements TT of
{T}

= {Vai.. . D a f c * \ Vax.. .V^Tj*:

Jb > 0}

(2.32)

where TjJ* is given by (2.22). In order to prove this statement one uses the fact that according to
appendix A each function of xm, kma, AnM> •* and their partial derivatives can be written also in
.erms of the variables xmy T' and the elements of
{Ui} = {fc,„0, An", d(mh ...d^e^f,

^ . . . ^ A ^ f

: k > 1}

which is a subset of {m} defined in appendix A. The requirement that the BRS-transformation of a
local function / ( z , T, U) does not depend on derivatives of the CM is then easily seen to require that
ƒ does not depend on the Ui at all4.
Thus each tensor field can be written as a function of the Tr which of course are tensor fields
themselves, i.e. we know all tensor fields constructable of the fields and their partial derivatives.
Notice that the T r are 'created' by acting with Va on ** and Fab1*- Therefore the Va are in a sense
not only a s
A of {&M } but also generate the space on which the Aja are realized, similarly as
the dm o»—>«*te the variables (2.30). Notice that the invertibility of the vielbein is responsible for
this special part played by the Va compared to the remaining A's since it relates the set {Da, AM} of
operators to the set {dm, AM} (on tensor fields).
Finally I remark that the definition oi' tensor fields given above requires that each tensor field
transforms scalarly under general coordinate transformations since otherwise its BRS-transformation
would contain partial derivatives of the ghosts Cm of diffeomorphisms. This definition represents no
loss of generality since 'world indices' m,n,... which indicate a nonscalar behaviour under general
coordinate transformations can always be converted to 'flat indices' o, 6 , . . . by means of the vielbein
and its inverse (here of course the invertibility of the vielbein again is essential). Notice however that
this in particular means that neither the vielbein (or a metric gmn built from it) is considered as a
tensor field nor, for instance, the quantities Fmn** •= e^eJ'Fah1* -

3

Result

In order to formulate the result of this paper I define the cohomology of
s= s+d

(3.1)

on local functions
f°(C,T)

= CN>...CN'fNl...Na(T).

(3.2)

This cohomology is denoted by H9(s). It is well-defined since 5 leaves the space of functions f(C, T)
invariant, i.e. the i-variation of a function f(C,T) can be always written completely in terms of the
variables CN, TT due to (2.16) and (2.18). Recalling basic properties of cohomological problems I
remark that the general solution of
~sf°(C,T) = 0
(3.3)
is a linear combination of solutions ff which, loosely speaking, form a basis for the solutions of (3.3).
More precisely {ff} is a set of solutions of (3.3) which represent the cohomology classes of H9(s):

ƒ»(<?, T) 3 2>/f(<5,T), *ff(C,T) = 0,
i

t

*I stress that this holds due to the assumption that the ghosts are elementary fields.
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where a, are constant coefficients (c-numbers) and two solutions of (3.3) are called equivalent if they
differ only by a trivial solution or a constant piece:
ƒ»(<?, T) ==ƒ'»(<?, T)

o

f'9{C,T)-F{C,T)

= 5h*-l(C,T)

+ const..

(3.4)

I remark that the inclusion of the constant in (3.4) in our case serves to treat elegantly the fact that
c-numbers are solutions of (3.3) with g — 0 (and in fact they are the only solutions with g = 0 according
to the corollary given below). Notice that a constant can contribute to ƒ*(<?, T) only for g = 0 as
a consequence of our assumption that constant ghosts are absent. On the other hand there are no
contributions 5 h'1 in the case g = 0 since there are no functions (3.2) for g < 0. Thus f9 = f'9 in fact
holds in the case g = Oiff f° - f° = const, and in the case g > 0 iff f'9 - f9 = s h9'1. I stress however
that in presence of constant ghosts the inclusion of constants is less trivial.
Furthermore we define Hn'p(s\d) as the cohomology of s modulo d on local p-forms with ghost
number n. This cohomology is defined by the problem
*•£ + ^ p - i = o ,

«; a ** #

u

; - «^ = *£-* + *£_,

(3.5)

where u£, u£*j , J £ - 1 and T^_1 are local forms whose subscript (superscript) denotes their form degree
(ghost number). Again the general solution of (3.5) can be written as

where {(u£)*} denotes a set of solutions of (3.5) which represent the cohomology classes of HniP(s\d).
In particular in order to solve (1.3) one has to determine ffG,D(s\d), i.e. one has to find a set {(u^),}.
The main result of the present paper is the following:
Theorem: In contractible manifolds the cohomologies HGD(s\d) and HG+D(s) are isomorphic,
i.e. the cohomology classes of HG'D(s\d) correspond one-to-one to those of HG+D(s) provided there
are no constant ghosts. This correspondence is very explicit: If ff*D{Ca, <7M, T) is a solution of (3.3)
representing a cohomology class of HG+D(s) then the corresponding cohomology class of HG,D(s\d) is
represented by a nontrivial solution (u/^),- of (1.3) given by
{^D)i=[ff+D(^^

+ Aft,T)]D,

ea = dxmem*,

A» = dzmAS

where [ff+D{ea, C* + -4", T))D denotes the volume form contained in f?+D(ea,
solutions of (1.3) can be easily obtained from those of (3.3).

(3-6)

O + A», T). Thus the

This theorem will now be spelled out in some more detail in order to comment it and give some
insight into its origin. Each function fG+D(C, T) decomposes according to
fG+D(C,T)

= Y,"G+D-p
P=o

(3-7)

where wG+I)~p is a p-fonn with ghost number (G + D—p). (3.3) decomposes into the so-called descent
equations
0 < p < D : 5u£ + z > -' + du;jL+1D-p+1 = 0, su>G+D = 0.
(3.8)
In particular (3.8) contains (1.3) i.e. the volume form part Up contained in fG*D{C,
In order to realize that this part is given by (3.6) one uses
Ca = CmemA,

C^ = Cti + CmAm^

Cm = dxm + Cm

T) solves (1.3).

(3.9)

which holds according to (2.23) and (2.17). Written in terms of the Cm and C , fG+D(C,T)
therefore
depends on the ghost Cm and the differential dzm only via their sum Cm. Since the C"s anticommute
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fG*D(C, X) contains no piece of higher degree than D in the C s . Tnis implies that the volume form
part contained in fG+D(CyT)
is given by
[fG+D(Cm1C"tT)\

= [fG+D{eatC

+ AlL,7)\D

(3.10)

and thus leads to (3.6). Notice that u ^ does not depend on the ghosts of diffeomorphisms Cm at all.
This holds in particular for G = 1 and thus may indicate that diffeomorphisms are not anomalous for
the theories investigated here. I stress that this result holds due to our assumptions that the vielbein
is invertible and that the manifold is contractible. In fact, in noncontractihle manifolds which allow for
closed but not exact 1-forms w\ = dxmwm(z) there are generally solutions of (1.3) with G — 1 which
depend on the Cm (and on the ii x ) as will be shown in section 5. Notice that (3.10) shows that u^
is more conveniently written using the ghost basis { C S C * } than using the basis {CN}. In contrast,
the 0-fonn u/^ + D is most conveniently written in terms of the ghosts CN according to lemma 1 of the
next section since it is BRS-invariant:
vG+D = / G + D ( C , T ) .

(3.11)

For all other forms occurring in the descent equations there is no preferred ghost basis in which they
take a simple form since they depend both on the differentials (via the gauge field 1-forms AN) and
on the ghosts Cm.
Remarks:
(i) Notice that (2.17) and (2.23) imply
fG*D(C,T)

=u,(Cm,C,AmN,T)

fG+D(C,T)

=>

= u>{Cm,C,AmN,T).

(3.12)

Thus we can describe our result also in the following way: Modulo trivial contributions each solution
{n/GJrD"v : 0 < p < D} of the descent equations can be obtained from a BRS-invariant 0-fonn
wG+D = fG+D(C,T)
by expressing the latter in terms of the ghosts Cm and C and then replacing
each ghost Cm by Cm = dxm + Cm. The resulting function w(Cm,Cfl,AmN,T)
is the formal sum
G+D p
of all u) ~ . Such a result has been derived already in [6] for the special case of Einstein-YangMills theory. The derivation given in [6] however uses the assumption that the background vielbein is
constant. The result of the present paper shows that this assumption is superfluous.
(ii) According to (3.6) each solution of (1.3) with negative ghost number is trivial since the r.h.s.
of (3.6) does not depend on fields with negative ghost number. The isomorphism of HGtD(s\d) and
HG+D(s) implies then that (3.3) has nontrivial solutions only for g > D. These statements are in fact
not restricted to contractible manifolds. Namely the vanishing of HG,D(s\d) for G < 0 is a well-known
consequence of the simple BRS-transformation s{N — bN of the antighosts and can be proved as the
analogous statement in Yang-Mills theories (see e.g. [5]). The vanishing of H9(s) for g < D is proved
as follows: A solution f9 — Y,pwp~p °f (3-3) with g < D decomposes into the descent equations (3.8)
with vanishing volume form Jp
(recall that a function (3.2) does not contain parts of negative ghost
number). By means of arguments used at the end of section 4 one concludes from u^~ — 0 that in
fact all forms u>| _p are trivial and thus that f9 is trivial.
Corollary: H3(s) is zero for g < D provided there are no constant ghosts.

4

Proof of the result

In this section the result given in the previous section is proved by means of the following lemmas:
Lemma 1:
a) Nontrivial contributions to local BRS-invariant forms can be chosen to depend on the fielis and
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their derivatives only via the undifferentiated ghosts CN and via the tensor fields Tr:
s w(dx, x, <p, dip, ddipy...) = 0
=> u = f(dz,z,C,T)

+ sn(dx,*,<p,d(p,dd<p,...).

(4.1)

b) A local function of the variables dxm, xm, CN, T is BRS-ttivial (in the space of local forms) if and
only if it is the BRS-variation of a local function of the same variables:
31):
<*• 3g:

f(dx,x1C,T)

= sn(dx,z,*?,d<p,dd<p,...)

f(dx,z,C,T)

= sg(dx,x,C,T).

(4.2)

Lemma 1 is proved in appendix A.
Lemma 2: BRS-invariance of a function w(C, T) implies s-invariance of the function w(<7, T)
which arises from w(C, T) by replacing CN with CN = CN + AN :
su(C,T)

=Q

=>

sw{C,T) = 0.

(4.3)

Lemma 2 holds since s acts on the variables CN and T r exactly as s acts on the variables CN and T*,
see (2.6), (2.19), (2.16) and (2.18).
Lemma 3: Algebraic Poincaré Lemma in contractible manifolds and in absence of constant ghosts:
In the space of local forms
u>p = dzmL... dx m 'u; mt ... m? (z, <p, dip, dd<p,...)
closed forms are also exact unless they are volume forms or constant 0-forms. Volume forms are exact
if and only if their Euler derivative

with respect to each elementary field <pa vanishes:
p=0
0<p< D
p=D

due = 0
•> u/o = const.,
dwp = 0
<» u9 - dwp-i,
tt/D = dwD-i & Vy>° : dufo/dip01 = 0.

(4.4)

For forms which do not depend explicitly on the coordinates but only on the tpa and their partial
derivatives this lemma has been proved e.g. in [3, 5, 12]. In appendix B this result is used to prove a
generalized version of lemma 3.
We now turn to the proof of the result stated in the previous section. In order to simplify the
notation the ghost number of tlie forms is omitted in the following. Assume that u>£> solves (1.3).
Applying s to (1.3) one concludes by means of (1.5) that SU>D-I satisfies d(swD-i) - 0. Since SU>D-I
is not a volume form this implies according to (4.4) the existence of a local {D - 2)-form such that
sufD-i + du>D-? = 0. Repeating the argument one deduces the existence of a set of local p-forms u/p
which satisfy
SWD + <Ju/z>-i = 0,

au»£)_i + <L>£>_2 = 0,

...

,

awL+i + dwi - 0,

su>i = 0.

(4.5)

We shall see that in contractible manifolds one actually has 1 = 0, i.e. in this case the descent
equations (4.5) terminate always with a nontrivial 0-form unless u>£> solves (1.3) trivially (this does
not hold for instance in pure Yang-Mills theory unless one includes diffeomorphisms in *). I first note
that the set of forms u>p is not unique since if ;he set {o/p} satifies eqs. (4.5) then the set {u>p} with
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i*'p = u-p - ST)P — dqp^i also satisfies these equations where {i}p} denotes an arbitrary set of local forms
with gh (i7p) = gh (u.p) - 1. The sets {u/p} and {*£} are called equivalent since their elements differ only
by trivial contributions. In particular, trivial contributions srji + difc-i to u/j, can be always absorbed
by choosing an equivalent set. By means of (4.1) one therefore concludes that without loss of generality
u>i can be assumed to depend on the fields and their derivatives only via the Cs and T*-

Evidently UL can be written in the form
wi = X> T (<fc,*)/r(C,T)

(4.6)

where the uT are linear independent I-forms which do not depend on the fields and the ƒ,- are linear
independent functions of the variables CN, Tr. Without loss of generality one can further assume that
no nontrivial linear combination of the fr combines to a BRS-trivial function:
J2*rfr

= 'B

«•

AT = 0 VT.

(4.7)

T

Namely otherwise an appropriate trivial piece ST]L can be subtracted from u/j, such that (4.7) holds for
L — &L — STlL (cf- «Q.- (3.10) of [6] and the arguments used there). sui=0 requires

U

sfT=0

VT

(4.8)

due to the linear independence of the u;T. According to (4.3) each fT can be completed to a solution
fT — fT(C, T) of sfr = 0. In particular this implies the existence of a 1-form h? whose BRStransformation equals — dfTz
dfT + *hr = 0,

hT = A»-^fT(C,T).

(4.9)

Inserting (4.6) into the last but one eq. (4.5) one obtains (using (4.9))

T

T

If dwT does not vanish for all r then (4.10) requires that a nontrivial linear combination of the fT is
BRS-exact. This however contradicts (4.7) and therefore each of the forms u>T has to be closed,
duT = 0 VT.

(4.11)

Furthermore the u/r can be assumed not to be exact,
u;r JÉ drf

VT

(4.Ï2)

since wT — drf implies that the contribution u>rfT to wi is trivial due to (4.9) and therefore can be
subtracted from u//,:
njT = drf

=> u/TfT = d(t}rfT) + s{T}Thr) (no summation over r).

Since we assumed the manifold to be contractible we conclude from (4.11) and (4.12) that u?T is a
constant 0-form, i.e. in facf. U>L is a 0-form depending only on the CN and T r :
u>L = u>0{C,T).
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(4.13)

Thus we have proved that to each nontrivial solution un of (1.3) there corresponds a solution ui0 of
su/ o (C,T) = 0,

u; 0 ^3Tjo(C,r).

(4.14)

from (4.3) we also know that conversely each nontrivial solution UQ of (4.14) gives rise to a solution
ÜJ of (3.3) which in fact is nontrivial since ü = srj would imply the existence of a function T/0 such
that STJQ = wQ in contradiction to (4.14). Finally each nontrivial solution of (3.3) gives rise to a
nontrivial solution u>£> of (1.3) according to the following argument: Suppose that u;^ is trivial, i.e.
that there are local forms TJD and 7j£>_i such that up — srfo + (fyo-i. Inserting this into (1.3)
one obtains d(-srjD^i + WD-I) = 0 which implies according to (4.4) the existence of a local form
i]D-2 such that U>D-.I = ST/D_I + df)D~t> Thus the triviality of u/£> implies the triviality of w/?-xRepeating the arguments one concludes that all other forms wp are trivial as well and thus that ü - sfj
which contradicts the assumption that <I> is nontrivial. Thus the nontrivial solutions of (1.3) and (3.3)
correspond one-to-one which completes the proof.

5

Discussion of some assumptions

This section comments on three assumptions which have been made in order to derive the results
presented in sect. 3. These assumptions are the contractibility of the manifold, the absence of constant
ghosts, and the algebraic independence of the ghosts and their partial derivatives. For simplicity it is
only discussed how the results may change if only one of these assumptions is not fulfilled respectively.
a) Noncontractible manifold:
If the manifold is not contractible there may be non-exact solutions of (4.11) apart from constant
0-forms and thus the descent equations (4.5) may terminate with a form u/£ whose degree L differs
from 0 and is of the form

»i = '£*Udz,*)MÓ,T)

(5.1)

T

where fr(C, T) are BRS-invariant functions satisfying (4.7) and the ü>1(dz, z) are closed but not exact
L-forms which can be chosen such that no nontrivial linear combination of them combines to an exact
form:
dü>l(dx,x) = Q VT, J^Xrwl{dx,x)
= dT}(dx,x) «• AT = 0 Vr.
(5.2)
T

One easily completes (5.1) to an «-invariant function:

* = X>£(<fc,*)/T(C,T).

(5.3)

T

<I> decomposes into parts of definite form degree and ghost number which solve the descent equations
(4.5) and in particular contains a solution of (1.3) which is given by

»D = Y,*u**,*)[fAe,T)]

(5.4)

T

where [ fT(C, T) 1
denotes the (D - Z)-form contained in fT{Ct T). Notice that (5.4), unlike (3.6),
generally depends on the ghosts of diffeomorphisms Cm even if one writes it in terms of the ghost basis
{C m , C} since w depends on Cm and dxm not only via their sum Cm = Cm + dxm unless L = 0. I
remark however that the corollary given at the end of section 3 implies that without loss of generality
functions fT contributing to (5.1) resp. (5.3) can be assumed to have degree g > D in the CN resp.
CN (provided there are no constant ghosts). One easily verifies that this implies
L = D + G-g<G
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(5.5)

i.e. only closed but not exact forms with degree L < G can contribute to a solution u;^. In particular,
apart from constant 0-fonns, closed but not exact forms can contribute to anomalies only if they are
1-fonns.
b) Presence of constant ghosts
U the manifold is contractible the descent equations always terminate at form-degree 0 (unless U>D
is trivial) but in presence of constant ghosts their general form is not given by (3.8) but reads
0 < p < D : suf^-?
o

+ d u ^ i 0 - ' * 1 = 0,

sfG+D=u>S*D+\Co),

su,S+D =

*S+D+1(Ca),

/G+0=f>p^-P

(5.6)

p=0

where the possible occurrence of a nontrivial function <ï>0 + + 1 of the constant ghosts, denoted collectively by Co, complicates the situation. A simple example shows that such a function really may
occur. We introduce the following set of fields: the vielbein fields eTOa, a set of bosonic scalar fields
$**, a corresponding set of constant fermionic ghosts C£ = CM, y. = D,..., 2D and the ghosts Cm of
diffeomorphisms. On these variables we define the BRS-operator according to
sema = Cndnema + enadmCn,

.s**1 = CmdmW

+C\

sCm = CndnCm,

sC» = 0.

I remark that this example can be formulated in the framework given in sect. 2 according to
[P«, Th] = FabeVc,
Va^

[Da, A„] = [A„, A,] = 0, Fabc = EamEbn(dneme

= Eamdm^

-

dmenc),

A„*" = # ,

i.e. the set {A^} consists in this case of abelian generators A^ = djd^ which commute with the
covariant derivatives and the corresponding gauge fields Am1* vanish. One can easily verify that s = s+d
acts on the variables $** and C* according to
i * " = F " + C",

F»:=CmdmV,

SC" = SF" ^ 0,

Cm = dxm + Cm

(notice that one has CM = CM = C* in this case). Furthermore one can check that a solution of (5.6)
with G = 0 is given by
,-,0+i

fD

_

-

r<w

nun

= ^..^"{C1*1
...C»D -F^C*
...C»D
+ F W F ^ C » * . . . C M D - . . . + ( - ) D F W ...i™>)

(all terms in sfD cancel apart from e w ,... w ,C' i0 • . . C " 0 and ^ . . ^ „ ^ . . . F " ; the latter vanishes
since it has degree (D + 1) in the D anticommuting variables Cm).
c) Identities relating the ghosts:
The third assumption which is commented here is the assumption that the ghosts are elementary
fields (of course it does not matter whether one regards the CN or the C m , C* as the basic ghost fields).
This assumption is needed for the proof of lemma 1 (see appendix A) and the following example shows
that the results given in section 3 indeed generally do not hold if this assumption is not satisfied. We
consider D-dimensional gravity with Weyl transformations, i.e. the set AM consists in this case of the
generators lab — -Iba <*f Lorentz transformations and the generator 8 of Weyl transformations. The
algebra (2.1) is chosen torsionless, i.e. it is given by
P>«,Vh] = -\Rabdlcd

- Fab6,

ftVa\

[U, led] - 2Va[Jd]b ~ 2Vb{Jd]a,

= -Va,
[U* é] = 0
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[lab,Vc] = nbcVa - r\a,Vb,
(5.7)

where rfaf, = diag(l,—l,...,—l)
denotes the D-dimensional Minkowski-metric, and Rab and F a j
denote the components of the Riemann tensor and the field strength of Weyl-transformations. They
are obtained from (2.22) which gives in this case (with fir»,,0* = emcendRcdah, Fmn = emaenbFab)
iU»ab

=

0 =

ö m u; n o 6 -Ö n w m a 6 -u; m c a u;„ c f c + u;n,flu;mc6,
dmena-dnernc-u>rnbaenb

+ u,ni>aemb + eTnaAn-enaATn

(5.8)
(5.10)

where vmab are the components of the spin-connection (gauge field for Lorentz transformations) and
Am denote the components of the gauge field for Weyl transformations (indices a are raised and lowered
by means of ffcfc). (5.10) expresses the vanishing of the torsion in [Va,Vb\. It can be solved for Wm"*
and thus determines it in terms of the vielbein and Am:
uma

-

EanE

W[ran]r

=

\eTa(dmena

(u;[mn]r -u7[ nr j m +u-[ rTn ] n ),
+ enSAn - dnema - enaAm).

(5-H)

The covariant derivatives (2.12) take the form
T>* = Eam(dm - §u/ma*(ak - AnS)

(5.12)

and the BRS-transformations (2.25)-(2.28) of e m °, Am and the ghosts read
sem°
sAm
sCm
sC
3Cab

= Cndnema + enadmCn + Cbaemb + Cema,
n

n

= C dnAm + AndmC
= CndnCm,
= CndnC,
cndnCab + CbC*c
=

+ dmC,

(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
(5.17)

where C* denote the Lorentz ghosts and C is the Weyl ghost. As long as hma, Am, C m , Cab and C
are elementary fields the results given in section 3 are valid. However there is a particular choice of
C in terms of Cm and ema for which (5.13)-(5.17) are satisfied without dropping the assumption that
the remaining fields are elementary. This choice is
C = —±-dm(Cme),
e = det(ema)
(5.18)
tu
One can check that the identification (5.18) does not contradict any of the assumptions given in section
2 apart from the assumption that all ghosts are elementary fields. In particular Am is still an elementary
field and not a function of hma and its derivatives, and the hma are not subject to some identity which
restricts their independence (like, for instance, e = const.). As a consequence of (5.18) there are local
solutions of (1.3) which are not obtainable by (3.6). They are simply given by dPx times an arbitrary
function of e:
(5.19) indeed solves (1.3) due to
*e = 0

(5.20)

which can be explicitly verified using (5.13) and (5.18). (5.19) is a nontrivial solution of (1.3) since
it is not a total derivative (unless ƒ = const.). The descent equations arising from (5.19) just read
$u>£> = 0, i.e. they terminate at form-degree D, not at degree 0. In particular there is ro element of
HD(i) which corresponds to (5.19). Thus the results given in section 3 evidently do not hold in this
case. This shows that the assumption that the ghosts are elementary fields is indeed decisive for the
validity of the results given in section 3. I remark that (5.13)-(5.18) is the non-supersymmetric version
of an analogous example discussed in [11] for D=4, N=l supergravity.
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6

Summary

It has been shown for the class of gauge theories described in section 2 thai each off-shell solution of
the consisteny equation (1-1) can be obtained from a nontrivial solution of (3.3). This follows from
the fact that the descent equations (3.8) which emerge from the consisteny equation and which can be
written compactly in the form

sfG+D = o, fG+D = Y,»?+D~p>

* = *+<*

have a solution of the form
fG+D*C*...Öir*+'>fNl..Jt6+D{T)
where = denotes equality up to trivial solutions of the form sg. Thus the nontrivial part of fG+D
can be written as a function of the tensor fields T given in (2.32) and the variables C given in (2.17)
(resp. (3.9)). The latter should be considered as appropriate generalizations of the connection 1-forms
AN = dxmAmN.
This particular form of fG+D implies a remarkable statement about the dependence of the solutions u^5 of (1.3) on the various variables (fields and their partial derivatives, explicit coordinates and
difFerentials). Namely according to (3.6) u% can be written, up to trivial contributions, entirely in
terms of the undifferentiated ghosts C , the 1-forms ea — dxmema and A" = dxmAmt* and the tensor
fields. In particular the difFerentials and the gauge fields (including the vielbein) contribute only in
the combination of the 1-forms AN 6 {ea,A*} apart from the dependence of the tensor fields on the
gauge fields. Since u;g is a volume form with ghost number G it is of the form
wg S As* ...AN°C"

(6.1)

...C»°TNI...ND^0(T).

If one converts the 'world index' m of An** into a 'flat index' a according to
AS = EamAm,t

*> A» = e AS

then the differentials contribute in (6.1) only via the 1-forms e°. Using
eai...eaD

=dDxeeai-aD,

dPx = dxl ...dxD,

e = det{ema),

e1 -D = 1

one therefore can write wg as the volume element êPx e times a function of the C*, AS and T r whose
degree in the CM is fixed by its ghost number and which is a polynomial of degree D in the AS'
Wg

- dPx e £

C" • • .C»°Ar

• • .A.J* ^ . . . ^ . . . ^ ( T ) .

(6.2)

n=0

I stress that these results hold for arbitrary background metric êma{z) (provided it is invertible). In
particular, though we allowed u>g to depend arbitrarily (but locally) on hma and explicit coordinates,
it has been shown that the solutions in fact depend on these variables only via ema — êma(x) + hma
and its derivatives up to trivial contributions which of course can depend arbitrarily on hma and xm.
Furthermore the fact that u^ does not depend on the ghosts of diffeomorphisms may indicate that
difFeomorphisms are not anomalous (provided the vielbein is invertible). I stress again that the results
may change if the assumptions are weakend, see section 5. In particular nontrivial solutions U>Q of
(1.3) may depend on the ghosts of difFeomorphisms if the manifold is not contractible and possesses
closed but not exact p-forms with p <G. These forms then generally contribute also themselves to u%
according to (5.4). This does not affect the results for classical actions since they have ghost number
0, but there may be anomaly candidates which depend linearly on the Cm and on closed but not
exact 1-forms if the manifold allows for such 1-forms. I remark that this holds also for Yang-Mills
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theories in non-contractible manifolds as follows from the results of [10] (recall that pure Yang-Mills
theories are strictly speaking not covered hy the investigation of this paper unless one extends them to
Einstein-Yang-Mills theories).
One can check our result for known examples of solutions of (1.3). E.g. in D = 4 Einstein-YangMills theory the solution of (1.3) corresponding to the nonabelian chiral anomaly can be written in the
following ways (see e.g. [6]):
«Ur

= Tv{Cd(AdA+\A3)}

(6.3)

=

TT{C{F2-\A2F-\AFA-\FA2

+ \AA))

=

d*x eeaMTr{C

- ^F^Ai

(FofrFc<J - iA.AtF*

(6.4)

- | F a 6 A A i + | A » A A : A i ) } (6.5)

with
C = C%,

A = dzmAmiTil

A* = AJTi,

F = dA + A2 = \ eaebFab

where ƒ , / are the structure constants of the Liealgebra Q of the Yang-Mills gauge group, {Tt} is a set of
constant matrices representing Q according to [T», Tj] = fijkTk and C* and Am1 denote the Yang-Mills
ghost and gauge fields whose BRS-transformations (2.28) resp. (2.26) read
s& = Cmdm&

- \CjCkfjk\

= CndnAj

sAj

+ AJdmCT + dmC' -

VAjf^.

(6.4) evidently is of the form (6.1) and (6.5) is of the form (6.2) since the entries of Fa& are tensor fields.
Furthermore one can verify that
'*;4,c/iir ^fis®s ^ a (3>6) from
f!kiAC,T) = Tr{C?2 -\C*F+±C%
C = C%, T = \CaChFab
which solves (3.3) as one can verify easily by means of sC — -C2 + T, 5 T — TC - Cf. Namely one
obtains *flhiT{C,T) — Tr^3) which is a 6-form in the anticommuting Ca and therefore vanishes in
four dimensions.

Appendix
A

Proof of Lemma 1

In order to jrove Lemma 1 of section 4 we introduce variables which are better suited to this problem
than the original set of variables containing the elementary fields and their partial derivatives. The
new set of variables is given by

{ul} = {hma,Am^CN,d{mk...dTniAmB)N,dimk...dmt)(N:k>l},

*! = *«( (A.1)

where total symmetrizatioc is defined according to
T

—— ^ T

• t (m 1 ...m„) -

, 2Lf'Im*(i)-m«(n)

(K runs over all permutations in the symmetric group S„). We claim that each local function of the
variables dxm, zm, <pa, dm(pa, Bmdnfai' • • can be also expressed as a function of the variables (A.l), i.e.
ui(dx, x, ip, dtp, dd<p,...) = ü(dx, x, C, T, u, v).
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(A.2)

In order to prove (A.2) it is sufficient to show that each of the variables dmit.. .dmi Va can be expressed
as a local function of the variables (A.l). This can be shown by induction on the order k of partial
derivatives of the <pa. For k = 0 the statement is obviously true. Let us denote an arbitrary kth order
partial derivative of one of the yj's by d^ip and assume that the statement has been proved up to order
k, i.e. d^ip = &k\z, C, T, u, v). In order to prove it for order J t + 1 we consider
dmdWv

= «Ul<*>(z,C,7,«,*) = { ^ + i W » ) ^

+ ( 5 ^ ) —

MdrnUi)~ + (dmvi)^rtkHx,C,T7u,v).

(A.3)

Now one considers the various terms appearing on the r.h.s. of (A.3). According to (2.20) dmCN can
be written as sAmN - CMAmpJ:PMN which for all values of N is a function of the xm, CN\ Tr, uh vt
since by assumption FPMN — FPMN{T)
and since sema = shm*. According to (2.8) dmTr can be
N
T
written as Am &N7
which is evidently a function of the v.jriables xm,Tr,ui
since by assumption
A.y7"r is a function Rffr(T). Therefore the first three contributions to the r.h.s. of (A.3) can indeed be
written in terms of the variables (A.l) but we still have to show that dmui and dmvi can also written
in terms of these variables. This is trivial if «f or v\ denote derivatives of C,N or bN and holds for the
remaining ti's and v's if it holds for all derivatives of the A's and C"s. To prove it for all d^k+1^A we
use
where
According to (2.21) the second term on the r.h.s. of (A.4) is proportional to
#(mi • • • Ö m k ( A n t + 1 )

A n 0 FpM*

)

and can be expressed as a polynomial in the d^A, n < k with coefficients which are functions of the
Tr (recall that TMNP = ?MNP{T)
and dmTr = AmNRNr{T)).
Thus each partial derivative of AmN
of order k + 1 can be expressed in terms of the variables (A.l) provided this holds also for all lower
orders and since it holds for Jfe = 0 it is true for all k. In order to prove that #(fc+1)(7 can be expressed
in terms of the variables (A.l) we use
#(mi • • • ^ m k + 1 ) C

= s # ( m , •••^mkAnk+l)

~ %ni • • • ^m*(C

Anfc+1)

?PM

)•

(A.5)

Since the second term on the r.h.s. depends only on those d^C with n < k and on derivatives of A's
and T's the induction works also for the derivatives of the CN. This completes the proof of (A.2).
One now can apply standard techniques (for instance the Basic Lemma [4]): One introduces the
'contracting' operator r defined by

whose anticommutator with s is the counting operator Af for the variables ui and vi,

decomposes a solution 0, of sCl = 0 according to fi = £ n fln(c£r, z, C, T, u, v) into eigenfunctions fi n of
Af with eigenvalue n and concludes that each part fin, n ^ 0 is BRS-exact. The locality of fl implies
that Ho does not depend on the ui and vi and this proves lemma 1.
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I stress that this proof takes advantage of the fact that there are no algebraic identities between the
u's and v's since otherwise neither Af nor r are well-defined. The decisive assumption which guarantees
the absence of such identities is the assumption that the ghosts are independent elementary fields
Namely on the one hand this guarantees the absence of algebraic identities between the v's and on
the other hand it requires also the absence of algebraic identities containing the variables u's since the
BRS-variation of each identity between the u's would imply an identity involving the v's.

B

Proof of an extension of the algebraic Poincaré lemma

We prove a lemma which reduces to lemma 3 of section 4 if the manifold is contractible and if there
are no constant ghosts. The latter are denoted by Co as in section 5. The non-constant ghosts are
contained in {<pa}.
Lemma 4: Closed but not exact contributions to local forms
u>p = dxm*... dxm'u>mi ...^{x, C 0 , <p,dtp, ddip,...)
do not depend on the <pa and their partial derivatives unless u/p is a volume form with nonvanishing
Euler derivative d/d<pa with respect to at least one <pa:

0

p=0
<p<V
p=D

dwQ = 0 & ^o = wo(Co),
dwp = 0 & wp = iu/p_i + üp(dz, x, Co),
uD - du>D-1{dx,x,C0,[<p}) + dDx£{x,Co,[<p]) + ÜD{dx,x,Co),

3a:

* *'

dCld<pa?0.

The closed but not exact parts wp(dx,x,Co)
linear independent coefficients fT{Co),

are linear combinations of closed forms 0Jp(dx,x) with

ip(dx, x, C0) = ] T fT(C0)*;{dx,

x),

d»;(dx, x) = 0

(B.2)

<S>

\T = 0 Vr.

(B.3)

T

which can be chosen such that
^2\rü;{dx,x)

= dr1(dx,x)

T

Lemma 4 is an extension of an analogous result which holds for forms depending locally on the
elementary fields y>a and their partial derivatives but not explicitly on the coordinates. Using the
notation [<p] for the variables (2.30) this result reads
Algebraic Poincaré lemma for local forms wp(dx, [<p]) [3, 12, 5]:
p- 0
0 <p< D
P = D

dwQ([<p}) = 0
•£• w0 = const.,
dwp(dx, [<p]) = 0
«• wp = ^ p _i(<fe,foj]) + «p(<fe),
wD(dx,[(p]) = dwD--i(dx,[<p}) & dvD/d<pa = Q V^»a.

(B.4)

Of course the lemma holds analogously in presence of constant ghosts which then just have to be added
to the arguments of all forms and functions appearing in (B.4) in order to get the correct version of
the lemma for local forms wp(dz,Co, [tp]). Using (B.4) we now prove (B.l) by an inspection of the
dependence of a closed form u>p(dx,x,Co, [<p]) on the partial derivatives of the <pa. To this end we
introduce the counting operator N& of the total number of partial derivatives acting on the <pa. It acts
as follows:

JVad<fVa = rflf'V, JVa(0(fVad(V) = (r + «) ^ ' V ^ ' V ,
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...

where d^(pa denotes an arbitrary partial derivative of <pa of rth order, i.e. 3^ r V a G {d mi • • -dm,.^ 0 }'
Each local form u}p(dx,xyCo, [f]) can be decomposed uniquely into iVa-eigenfunctions u/p where n
denotes the iV^-eigenvalue. The locality of up guarantees that only nonnegative integers n appear in
this decomposition and that there is a largest eigenvalue which is denoted by n:
n

- 5> p n >(dz,*,Co,fc]),

up{dx,x,Co,\v\)

N9J«> = n « W .

(B.5)

n=0

d 'is decomposed into a part d1 which acts nontrivially only on the variables xm and a part d? acting
nontrivialiy only on the variables [<p]:
d= dxm = d* C0 = 0, dxxm = dxm, dxd^<pa = 0,
d* dxm = d* Co = 0, d«'xm = 0,
d*d^<eQ = dxrndmdW<pa.

*

'

Evidently d* and dv satisfy [Nd,d*\ = 0, [Ne.d"] = dv. Therefore dup = 0 decomposes into the set of
equations
«PÜ/W = 0, 0 < n < n :
<Tü/pR> + d ^ " " ^ = 0> ^ ^ = °(B'7)
Keeping in mind that dv treats the variables x and Co as constants one concludes by means of (B.4)
from the last of the equations (B.7) that urp (i) is d v -exact or (ii) is a volume form with nonvanishing
Euler derivative with respect to at least one cpa or (iii) does not depend on the [<p] at all. (i) can hold
only if n ^ 0 and p ^ 0, (iii) only if n = 0. Thus one has one of the following mutually excluding cases:
(i) « # 0 , F?0:
(ii) p = D:
(iii) n = 0 :

ujp =
drJ^Hdz^Cotfr}),
3 a : dJff jd<pa Ï 0,
wp = wp(dx, x, Co).

(B.8)

In the case (i) one considers the form u/' denned by
(i):

u,p(<fc, *, Co, [p]) := « p (dz, x, Co, [*>]) - èj£f\dz,

x, C 0 , [*>])

(B.9)

where wp"^ ' is the form appearing in (B.8(i)). (B.9) states that u>p is exact up to a closed form u>p
whose decomposition into JVa-eigenfunctions w'p contains only parts with eigenvalues n < n a s can
be seen by inserting (B.5) into (B.9) taking into account (B.8(i)). In the case (ii) one analogously
considers the form

(ii):

u'D := uD - dg*

(B.10)

which also contains only iVg-eigenfunctions with eigenvalues smaller than ft. By induction on n starting
from the highest eigenvalue n one therefore can prove
p= 0
Q<p<

D

P= V

u/0 = w0(z,

CO),

wp = dwp~i{dx} x, Co, [ip]) + wp(<fe, z, Co),
UJD = duo-) {dx, x, Co, [<p]) + dD zC(z, Co, [<p]) + wD{dz, x, C0),
3a:

dC/d<pa?0

(B.11)

where u; p _i, mo-i and L are local since they are finite linear combinations of forms whose N&eigenvalues do not exceed n as follows from the proof. Finally one easily verifies that dwo — 0 requires
uo = u>o(Co) and that the forms vp{dx,x,Co) appearing in (B.ll) for p > 0 can be chosen to satisfy
(B.3) by absorbing exact contributions into u; p _i. This completes the proof of (B.l) but I add a remark
about the global existence of u-p-i- It is assumed that up(dz,x,Co,[<p}) exists globally (on the whole
manifold) with regard to its dependence on the xm. Together with dup — 0 this requires:
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a) each u/p exists globally (in the same sense) since the uip are independent due to the assumption of
the independence of the variables (2.30) (cases where this assumption is not justified are clearly beyond
the scope of this paper),
b) due to a) each d?u/p also exists globally since d? does not change the «-dependence,
c) (B.7) and b) shows that «Pu/p exists globally.
One conludes:
d) (B.8(i)) shows that J£\x) and d ' J ^ exist globally since this holds for u/p and d*u>p according
to a) and c).
e) Due to a) and d), wp given in (B.9) also exists globally. The same holds of course for ut'D in (B.10).
Since wp and u>'D contain only parts with iVa-eigenvalues smaller than n one proves by iteration of the
arguments that all forms occurring in (B.ll) exist globally.
The version (4.4) of (B.l) holding in contractible manifolds follows from the fact that in this case
each closed form £>p(Co, dz, x) is exact apart from constant 0-forms ÜQ{CQ).
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